YouDeserve the

Protecting the Inside from the Outside.

Lifestyle

TITAN SCREEN™

™
Motorized Retractable Screens
• Porches
• Patios
• Garages

• Balconies
• Windows
• Doorways

• Lanais
• Gazebos

...Or any other outside space that needs protecting!

Residential Applications

Commercial Applications

Strength & Quality

BENEFITS OF TITAN SCREEN™
RETRACTABLE SCREENS



I
n place when you need them; retracted when you
don’t. Won’t obstruct those beautiful views.



rotection against damaging solar rays, insects,
P
debris, wind and rain.



educed energy usage - Solar screen deflects up
R
to 95% of ultra violet solar rays.



vailable in a variety of colors and screens to
A
enhance the beauty of your property.

The Titan Screen™ Retractable Screen System utilizes
a two-piece extruded aluminum bottom bar with no visible
seam. The bottom bar houses two internal, marine-grade,
1/2” stainless steel weight bars, heavy enough to keep the
screen taut, wrinkle-free and able to move up and down
against wind resistance. Designed and manufactured to the
highest standards in the industry, all hardware and fixtures
are also marine-grade stainless steel, making Titan Screen™
long lasting and rust resistant.

Appearance

The Acetel injection-molded end caps fully engage in the
track, providing low friction, and the Delrin-teeth zipper is
RF welded and hidden inside the side track. The bottom
brush seal allows for closure on uneven floors. Every thought
has been given to ensuring the Titan Screen™ system is the
best in the industry.

The Titan Screen™ Retractable Screen System is
aesthetically pleasing, with a discreet hood that can be
concealed inside the architecture when installed preconstruction or beautifully integrated into the exterior
façade when installed after-market. The two-part track has
a hidden seam and no visible fasteners. With four standard
colors of housing (plus dozens of special-order colors) and a
multitude of screen styles and colors available, Titan Screen™
will compliment the beauty of your home or business while
providing protection against unwanted environmental
interferences.

Dependability

Titan Screen’s™ uniquely-designed side track prevents blowouts in windy conditions.
In an Independent Fenestration Lab, Titan Screen™ passed wind-tests in excess of 65 psf.
All Titan Screen™ systems feature Somfy motors and electronics for their reliability and
ease-of-use. A hand-held remote control is standard and capable of operating multiple
units. Titan Screen™ installations have been in place since 2008 and the manufacturing facility is backed by over 52 years of experience.

Why Choose TITAN SCREEN™?





Applications

Quality Construction

Reliable Motors & Electronics

Low Maintenance


Powered by

Long Lasting


The Titan Screen™ Retractable Screen System provides energy-efficient sun shading,
shelter against insects, climate control and rain/wind reduction while allowing outward
visibility. Depending on screen selection, Titan Screen™ capable of blocking up to 95%
of ultra-violet (UV) rays--saving up to 50% of the energy used to heat and cool homes.

Features & Fabrics

The perimeter of the screen has a
zipper RF welded to the screen. The
zipper is retained into the track to
eliminate the screen from blowing out.

The screen has a heavyduty vinyl corner brace to
add strength to the screen.

The track entry guide ensures the zipper
enters the track properly every time.

Titan Screen™ has a unique
two-piece track that has no visible
fasteners for a finished look.
The two part bottom bar has two marinegrade stainless steel bars to properly
weight the bottom bar. This helps the
screen operate in windy conditions.

The bottom bar insert retains the bottom
bar into the track. This gives the system a
finished look while adding strength.

Standard Housing Colors

Solar 80 or 90 Screen Fabric

Versatility

The Titan Screen™ Retractable
Screen System is available in
widths up to 21 feet (6.4m) and
heights up to 18 feet (5.5m).
The track system allows you to
tailor the system to best suit your
needs. Offered in a wide variety of
colors and styles, standard fabrics
include:
• Solar Screen with 80, 90 or 95%
UV protection
• Super Screen for protection
against insects, rain/wind, and
other debris
• Decorator fabrics in a variety of
colors and weaves; and
• Clear Vinyl for maximum climate
control.

Solar 95 Screen Fabric

Super Screen Fabric
For the complete selection of screen fabrics available,
consult your authorized Titan Screen™ dealer.

Authorized Titan Screen™ Dealer:

Titan Screen™ Product Warranty:

™

Titan Screen™ Corporate Office:
900 Industrial Blvd.
Naples, Florida 34104
P: (239) 262-8823
F: (239) 261-7499
info@titanscreen.com

Protecting the Inside from the Outside.

www.TitanScreen.com

UP TO

 10-year pro-rated on screen material*
replacement warranty
 5-year pro-rated
on motors & electronics
powder coating and all other
 1-year onmaterials
and labor

*excludes clear vinyl, which is not supported by a warranty.

